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Seven chome Roppongi is where generic urban space caused by the large-scale urban development in 
recent years and the site-specific urban space that exists in situ from the old days are mixed. Therefore, 
there is distortion at the boundary of the two urban space, urban space and urban rich to create together is 
lacking. In this project, we plan to select the location where you want to cross the urban space of those two 
grounds, there 'architecture that connects the urban space conflict, enriching the whole urban space'. 
As a method of connecting two urban space, configured in a three-dimensional spiral "Community 
Center and the Museum of Art" program that is derived from the location of each, connected by a "library" 
of the two programs. 
Coexist with each program interact, this architecture is a complex function of the three, the lowering in 
a counter electrode connecting the two places. Encounters and unexpected discovery is triggered, in this 
architecture, and brings unprecedented 'change' a little bit of the 'richness' to the city.  
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